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Freemasonry in the Metropolitan Area continues
to thrive with 2017 proving to be another
busy and enjoyable year with growing
membership. It is a privilege to
reflect on the year’s activities,
where
continued
progress
has been evident in so many
positive ways. Following the
secondment of the Chairman
of the Metropolitan Board
Rt. Worshipful Philip Daley
to the post of Acting Grand
Secretary, I was elected
Chairman of the MBGP. It
is an honour and privilege to
serve the Metropolitan Area in
this new capacity. Subsequently
Rt. Wor. Br. Philip was appointed
Grand Secretary and we wish him
every success in his new role.
The Metropolitan Board was elected during
October 2016 and on being elected Chairman in
January 2017 I was delighted to welcome the
new members to the Board and we look forward
to their contribution over the coming months
and indeed years. I was saddened to have to
say farewell to R.W. Br. Randal Robertson,
W. Br. Terry Woods and W. Br. Gareth Walsh
who have stood down as members following a
number of years of distinguished service. Their
contributions were outstanding and all have
promised to remain available to the Board. The
new and continuing members owe them a great

debt of gratitude for their work on behalf of
Metropolitan Masons.

Development Plan –
Building for the Future

The
Metropolitan
Board
continues to use its Strategic
Development Plan “Building
for the Future” that will run
through to 2020 to guide and
focus its efforts. The plan
covers many topics that fall
under the following four main
headings:

•

•

Governance
•
Benevolence
•
Membership
Facilities and Social

These areas are regularly revisited to ensure
that they are fit for purpose and congruent with
the aims and ambitions of Grand Lodge and the
need of Metropolitan Masons in this modern
era. The Metropolitan Board looks forward
to working with the Brethren and Lodges in
the Metropolitan Area as we work together to
provide a sustainable organisation for the future.
The following are some of the main highlights
and needs of the Metropolitan Area during the
year 2017.

Metropolitan Board hosts Fellow
Craft Degree

The Claret Jug

Metropolitan Area Summer Lodge

The Draw for the Irish Freemasons
Young Musician of the Year

On the 22nd of April 2017 the MBGP hosted a
day for the conferring of the Second or Fellow
Craft Degree for Lodges in the Metropolitan
Area. This is held at the request of Lodges to
assist in the timing of Degrees to optimise
the time available to confer Degrees in the
Masonic Year. This was well supported with the
participation of Lodges No. 2, 4, 238 and 331who
supplied the Warrants, Officers and Wardens
necessary to carry out this important work. The
MBGP is very grateful for this support.
The 19th Annual Summer Lodge took place
in the Grand Lodge Room, Molesworth Street
on Wednesday, the 19th July 2017 with over
140 Brethren present for a very enjoyable
afternoon. I as Chairman of the Metropolitan
Board and Acting Worshipful Master welcomed
the many distinguished Brethren representing
Freemasonry in Ireland, and in particular
the Grand Master, M. W. Br. Douglas Grey,
Past Grand Master, M.W. Br. Eric Waller and
the Deputy Grand Master, R.W. Br. Rodney
McCurley. Prior to the meeting over seventy
Brethren and their partners attended a Lunch
with R.W. Br. Michael Walker and Mrs. Walker
as guests of honour.
At the beginning of the meeting the Maul was
offered to The Most Worshipful Grand Master.
Whilst in the Chair the Most Worshipful Grand
Master installed Rt. Wor. Br. Michael Walker as
an Honorary Past Grand Master. A unique and
well deserved recognition for exceptional service
to the Order, which was met with acclamation.
The Lodge Meeting also honoured the memory
of departed Brethren, family and friends and
remembered with thankfulness, those we have
known and loved who have gone to the Grand
Lodge above. The Brethren observed a period
of silence to remember all those who mourn.
After an enjoyable meeting the Brethren and
Guests adjourned for afternoon refreshment.
The MBGP is most grateful to all the Brethren
that attended Summer Lodge.
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A Claret Jug is presented every year to a
Lodge in the Metropolitan Area which has
demonstrated, over the previous year, to have,
inter alia, displayed good ritual, social fraternity,
including visiting, and dedicated fundraising for
the Charities. There are many candidate Lodges
which deserve such recognition, although the
award this year went to Skillet and Trowel
Lodge No. 981. During the afternoon meeting of
Summer Lodge the Grand Master presented the
Claret Jug to the Worshipful Master of Skillet
and Trowel Lodge No. 981, W.Br. Brian Sugrue.
They were worthy winners.

Summer Lodge was honoured to host the draw
for the running order of competitors for the
IFYMY. During the meeting the Chairman of
IFYMY (GLI Events Ltd.), Rt. Wor. Br. Richard
Ensor accompanied by Rt. Wor. Br. John Keely
addressed the Brethren about the competition
and the Grand Master then drew the running
order for the forthcoming competition to be
held in October. This prestigious event is looked
forward to with great anticipation.

Fresher’s Night

An open night organized by the Candidates
Committee was held in Freemasons’ Hall on
September 15th to provide an opportunity for
all prospective candidates who had applied to
join the order to meet the representatives of
prospective Lodges. Over sixty prospective
candidates were given a unique insight into
Masonry and they were able to meet with the
representatives from 15 Metropolitan area
Lodges.

Green Committee

The Green Committee continues to engage
with our younger Brethren with various events
arranged that encourage younger members and
prospective members, along with their families,
to become involved. The Green Committee
under the direction of W. Br. Gareth Walsh
are to be congratulated on their achievements
to date. One of the usual events was ‘Zombie
Night’ a fun event for the extended families of
our Brethren. It took place on November 7th.

Chosen Charity of the Metropolitan
Area

The Chosen Charity of the Metropolitan area
for 2017 was CanCare4Living. This registered
charity provides long term follow up care,
and comprehensive counselling and medical
support to survivors of childhood cancers
in Ireland over the age of 18, as only limited
services are available to such individuals under
the national health system. Chemo- and radiotherapies acting on immature tissues can and do
induce long-term side effects. Some survivors
experience medical and psychological problems,
and all need life-long monitoring. Ireland as yet
lacks a system for Long Term Follow-Up Care
for survivors.
CanCare4Living is a new organization founded
in 2014 by two parents of survivors. The short
term Aims and Objectives are to recognize
survivors as a group; promote coordinated,
long term follow-up care; and participate in
research on appropriate care models, including
recognition of psycho-social problems related to
childhood cancer, poor self-esteem, low energy
and achievement, difficulties with educators,
employers and state bodies.
We asked all Lodges to support this project
and suggested a small, one-off contribution
somewhere in the region of €50 to €100 to
assist this project. Events that the Metropolitan
Board had run during the year were pledged to
CanCare4Living. At the time of Summerlodge
€10,000 was donated to the charity. A cheque
for this amount was presented to a delegation
of the charity comprising of Dr. Julianne Byrne
CEO, Boyne Research Institute, Mr. Gary
Owens, Treasurer and Co-Founder and Mr.
Michael Mc Kenna a trustee, following upon
Summer Lodge. Dr. Byrne gave the assembled
Brethren an informational talk on the history
aims and objectives of the charity and thanked
the Metropolitan Masons for their generosity.
A special social event was held when the
Dundalk Musical Society performed a night of
‘Musical Memories Night’ on the 1st of April
2017 which was very well supported and raised
substantial sums for our Chosen Charity.

Designated Charity for 2018

This year the chosen outside charity is “Dogs for
the disabled”. An absolutely wonderful cause,
some of the wonderful work carried out by this
charity is outlined in a very beautiful article
which appears in this issue. We hope that your
support continues in the coming months.

Metropolitan Class of Instruction

The Metropolitan Class of Instruction exists to
support Freemasons in the Metropolitan Area
and its surrounding environs by providing
instruction and guidance on matters concerning
ritual and ceremonial. Classes are primarily
Opening and Closing Ritual but can cover any
other topic of Ritual that participants may wish
to raise. The classes are an invaluable assistance
to Masons new to the Craft as they can help
them become proficient at their work and thus
enhance their enjoyment of Freemasonry.
The Metropolitan Class of Instruction
comes under the remit of the Grand Lodge
of Instruction. The Class Leader is V.W. Br.
Gordon Allen, Assistant Grand Secretary for
Instruction, and he works with a team of highly
competent Brethren to deliver the programme of
instructional classes.
The Metropolitan Class of Instruction meets on
the first, second and third Monday of each month
between October and February at Freemasons’
Hall, 17 Molesworth Street. The classes begin
at 7.00pm each night and typically last for up
to two hours. These classes were presented
throughout the year and provided a great benefit
to all Masons who attended.

Metropolitan BBQ

On the 17th of June 2017 Freemasons’ Hall
provided an excellent location for the now
very popular annual Metropolitan BBQ. To the
accompaniment of Jazz Music the attendees
partook of traditional Summer Fare. A very
enjoyable and successful evening was had by
all. The generosity of those attending resulted in
over €2,000 being raised for the charities.

MetroMason

MetroMason continues to be published in hard
copy and on-line on the Metropolitan website, to
which links are sent to those who have provided
email contact details. It is mailed to those that
April 2018
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do not have an email facility and copies are
available at Freemasons’ Hall. The Editorial
Team are grateful for the items received for
inclusion and look forward to the continued
supply of suitable topics that may be included in
future issues.

Travelling Maul

The Travelling Maul is designed to encourage
and develop inter Lodge visiting within the
Metropolitan Area, and to develop and extend
the fellowship of Freemasonry.
The Travelling Maul commenced its journey in
Dalkey Lodge No. 261, and has been captured
by Caxton Lodge No. 511, Victoria Lodge IV,
Leinster Lodge No. 141 and Unity Lodge No.
238. It is hoped that many more Lodges will get
involved in this social aspect of Freemasonry.

Events

The Metropolitan Board provides many
resources for the Brethren. This includes
provision of interesting and topical events that
are of benefit to Brethren and their families
whilst supporting them in their own Lodge
activities.

Website & Social Media

The Metropolitan Board website www.
metromason.ie is under continual development
and is an ideal way of getting information
to every Lodge and every Brother in the
Metropolitan area. It is anticipated that facilities
will become available to host Lodge websites as
the website develops.
The Metropolitan Board has put in place an IT
development group to manage the Metropolitan
Area IT development including websites and
social media. The group is currently seeking
volunteers with the necessary experience
in website development and social media
development using platforms such as WordPress,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. To join this
group firstly contact any member of the Board.

Lux Diei Lodge

Lux Diei Lodge was constituted on 3rd March
1988 to cater for Brethren who find it difficult to
attend evening meetings for a variety of reasons,
such as working unsociable hours, or Brethren
who prefer not to travel in the evening. The
4
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Metropolitan Board are actively promoting Lux
Diei and we would encourage you to drop along
on the 4th Friday at 2.15 p.m. each month except
June, July, August and December. The meetings
are reasonably short and would normally have
a short presentation on an interesting topic.
A light lunch is usually available prior to the
meeting and afternoon tea is served following
the meeting. The MBGP is honoured to support
this wonderful Lodge.

TLC

Teddies for Loving Care, launched in July 2013,
has continued its success with almost 170,000
teddies delivered to 36 hospitals on the island of
Ireland.
Today is an opportunity on behalf on the TLC
team to say thank you to each and every one of
you for your support of this project that has been
forthcoming in many ways, such as raising funds
or delivering teddies to hospitals.
A staggering new statistic has emerged recently
that worldwide a TLC Bear is given free of
charge to a distressed child once every 2.5
minutes.

Thank You

In conclusion, I want to express my sincere
thanks to the Brethren of the Lodges in the
Metropolitan Area for their encouragement
and support. It would be impossible to record
individual thanks to the many who have given
of their time and talents, but the Board wishes
to place on record their appreciation and thanks
to the many who have assisted during the year.
No committee runs by itself and we are fortunate
on the Board to have many Talented people
directly and indirectly involved and I would like
to take this opportunity to say thank you to them
for their support and commitment during 2017.
Finally, my thanks to R.W. Br. P. Daley, Grand
Secretary, and all the staff in Molesworth Street
for their help and guidance throughout the year.
Derek A. Brennan.
Chairman, Metropolitan Board of General
Purposes.

Teddies for Loving Care
Throughout Ireland, as a result of this exciting
outreach project of Irish Freemasonry, Teddies
are supplied free of charge to all 36 Emergency
Departments of public hospitals to be given
to distressed children at the discretion of the
Nursing Staff.
Imagine a small child traumatised by an
injury brought by upset parents into the
strange unfamiliar environment of a very busy
Emergency Department. The child is given
a new cuddly teddy which is an immediate
distraction, both child and parents calm down
enabling the Medical Staff to proceed more
easily with treatment. Staff tell us they do not
know how they managed before Teddies for
Loving Care provided this support. For the child,
what started as a bad experience became a good
one providing a source of comfort, all because
of a small teddy.
We are committed to supplying teddies for as
long as hospitals will accept them, to date we
have delivered about 170,000. The label on
each teddy, apart from statutory information
says ‘Donated by Local Freemasons’. Hospitals

accept our leaflets and display our posters so
the public are aware of our involvement. Many
complimentary reports appear in local media.
The storage and distribution of 170,000 teddies
involves a lot of work by many Brethren and
some courier firms without any cost whatsoever,
we are very grateful for their invaluable support
without which we could not operate in such a
cost- effective manner. 95% of our funds are
spent on the purchase of teddies.
Over 30,000 children receive teddies each
year costing approximately €75,000, this is
a very modest sum for an organisation of our
size especially when you consider how costeffective it is as a means of involvement in local
communities. As an ongoing project, we need
ongoing financial support. Many lodges have
organised special fund-raising events which
have helped immensely but even as little as €150
yearly from each lodge will keep the project
moving forward. Thank you for your interest.
Eric Waller - Chairman
Teddies for Loving Care

The Sore leg Bear
€5

The Wheelchair Bear
€5

The Circular Pin
€5

The Golden Bear
€5

Miss Ted Pin
€5

Golfing Bear 1
€5

Golfing Bear 2
€5

The Original Bear
€5

Now in
Stock

Available
from the Hall
Porters’ Desk

Large Bear 24”
€25

Small Bear 10”
€6

April 2018
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Dalkey Lodge’s Stained Glass Perfectionist
How often have you stood and admired a stained
glass window in a church, town hall, art gallery
or other important building? Well, Dalkey Lodge
building in Castle Street, Dalkey, has recently
entered that category – thanks to the dedicated
and superb work of W. Br. Alan Tomlin on the
glazed area of the entrance porch door.
Alan, a craftsman in the art of stained glass, has
worked in this field all his life but has recently
decided to concentrate on high detailed work
that particularly interests him. His working life
with his Company, Irish Stained Glass, has taken
him throughout Ireland (and even further afield)
and there are few places of worship that haven’t
been graced with his presence. Ably supported
and encouraged by his wonderful wife, Barbara,
his business has grown both in volume and
respect – so the decision to downsize is a wise
move now that Alan is a senior citizen.
During early 2017 Alan stated, confidentially,
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he would like to make a donation in kind to the
Lodge; he then explained the form in which he
hoped the donation was likely to be made. Little
did we realise the quality of work which Alan
was about to perform on the glazed section of
the entrance lobby door! As you will see from
the photograph four panels (two in the lobby
door and one at each side of the porch) the old
translucent panels are now real works of art.
From left to right the four panels represent:
1. The Metropolitan Area logo.
2. The Trowel – a well known symbol of
Masonry.

3. The Grand Lodge of Ireland crest.
4. Dalkey Lodge 261 crest.

The second photograph shows W. Br. Alan
at work in his studio. It shows him painting
the Dalkey 261 crest which is depicted on the
Worshipful Master’s chain of office. Each piece
of glass is painted and fired at 650 Degrees. All
the pieces are then assembled using ‘H section
lead came’ and all joints are soldered prior to
installation in the entrance lobby door.
Quite a complex and time consuming work of
art!
Well done W. Br. Alan and Dalkey Lodge thanks
you most sincerely for your generosity, patience
and great ability in your profession.
John Hewitson

The Jewel in the Crown
The spring 2018 issue of MetroMason is
certainly one which W. Br. Alan Tomlin will
remember well into the future!
In May 1967 both Alan and his father joined
Dalkey 261 and received their second Degrees
together. Both father and son were stained glass
craftsmen, a business to which they always
remained loyal.
At the Lodge Installation Dinner on Monday
26th February (yes we just managed to avoid the
Beast from the East and storm Emma!) W. Br.
Alan was presented with his 50 Year Silver Jewel
by the Grand Lodge Guest R.W. Br. Philip Daley
to great applause from his 261 colleagues and
their guests. W. Br. Alan spoke movingly of his
years in Dalkey Lodge and that he thoroughly
enjoyed his years in Freemasonry.
Well done Alan and may you have many more
years service ahead – you are a great credit to
the Order and it is fitting you should currently
be serving the Lodge as Senior Warden again.
John Hewitson

MetroMason

We are always delighted to receive articles of interest for MetroMason and we welcome your
contributions. Please submit articles to print@metromason.ie
April 2018
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The Grand Ball
The evening started with a champagne reception
in The Grand Temple, with the Willis Organ
accompanying the reception. Afterwards, the
Brethren from 511 wandered the three floors
of bars and entertainments. The Prince Regent
Room held an exhibition entitled “Three
Centuries of English Freemasonry.” With over
300 objects on display, the exhibition explained
how Freemasonry evolved from the 1700s to
the modern institution today. Amongst the
silverware, jewels, and firing glasses, there was
also the Master Mason apron of Br. Sir Winston
Churchill, and most striking of all, the Grand
Masters Chair taking centre stage.

Outside the United Grand Lodge of England headquarters,
Great Queen St., London.

Moving on from the exhibition, the 511 Brethren
made their way to the Cigar and Brandy Bar.
There they met many English and US Masons,
learnt of the similarities and differences between
the three constitutions, all this whilst enjoying a
cigar and some fine brandy of course!

On the 30 September 2017, Brothers P. Lavin,
H. Eckhardt and H. Roe of Caxton, Lodge
511, attended The Grand Ball in the United
Grand Lodge of England building in London to
celebrate the founding of the first Grand Lodge
in England. Three hundred years previously,
on St John the Baptist’s day, 24 June 1717,
four Freemason Lodges gathered at the Goose
and Gridiron pub in St Paul’s Church-yard and
formed the first Grand Lodge of Freemasons.
They styled this organisation the Premier Grand
Lodge of England, which then became known as
the Grand Lodge of England.
Over a year in planning, The Grand Ball aimed
to act as a celebration of the foundation of the
first Grand Lodge, with approximately 2,000
Masons and non-Masons from every continent
in attendance to provide a wonderful tribute to
our Fraternity.
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Bros Eckhardt, Lavin, and Roe of Caxton 511 at the Grand Ball

Amongst all the refreshments, there was a
whole host of entertainments. Within the Grand
Temple, there was a jazz orchestra, and ballroom
dancing, while in the Lodge rooms there was
a casino, karaoke with a band, a virtual reality
installation and games room, and crazy golf.
The night wore on into the early hours and
after many conversations with fellow masons

and non-masons alike, the celebration night
culminated with a “survivor’s” photograph in
which Brothers Lavin, Eckhardt and Roe feature.
The Grand Ball was an event of a life time,
not only celebrating the founding of the first
Grand Lodge, but also cementing the friendly
communication amongst the members of so
many international constitutions.

Caxton Lodge 511 Brethren play crazy golf

Met Board Mug
€15

Navy Polo Shirt
€25

White Tee Shirt
€10

Met Board Cap
€15

Met Board Merchandise

All items available shortly from
the Porter’s Desk, Freemasons’ Hall.
Mouse mat
€10
April 2018
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Dublin Metropolitan Area has a new Lodge

After months of meetings, early morning and
late-night phone calls and countless emails,
the big night was upon us. On the 12th January
2018, Square & Compass Lodge No. 998 was
constituted, consecrated and dedicated in due
form in the Grand Lodge Room in Freemasons
Hall, Molesworth Street. With over 120 Brethren
present, representing the Grand Lodge of
Ireland, the United Grand Lodge of England,
and the Grand Lodge of Scotland, a fantastic
evening of masonic fellowship followed.
The constitution, consecration and dedication of
Ireland’s newest Lodge started with the opening
of an occasional meeting of the Grand Lodge of
Ireland. Normally, Grand Lodge meetings would
open on the Master Mason Degree however, in
cases of consecration an occasional meeting is
held, where Grand Lodge opens on the Entered
Apprentice Degree. In the chair was The Most
Worshipful Grand Master, M.W. Br. Douglas
T. Grey, while the Senior Warden and Junior
Warden were The Right Worshipful Deputy
Grand Master, R.W. Br. Rodney L. Mc Curley,
and the Right Worshipful Assistant Grand
Master, R.W. Br. Leslie Nixon, respectively.
Present that evening was the Grand Secretary,
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R.W. Br. Philip A.J. Daley and the new Lodge
was fortunate to have on the organ V.W. Br. John
Rowden, Grand Organist, who filled the Grand
Lodge room with the music during the evening.
During the consecration, the M.W. Grand Master
as per ancient Masonic Custom, scattered corn,
wine, and oil upon the alter. These are symbolic
of prosperity and plenty, cheerfulness and joy,
and peace, love, and harmony; virtues that the
founding members of Square and Compass
Lodge hope will ever be present during their
Labour and refreshment. The Ewer of Corn was
carried by W. Br. Neil Sholdice, the Vessel of
Wine carried by R.W. Br. Derek Brennan and the
Vessel of Oil carried by R.W. Br. Selwyn Davies.
Following this, the Three Great Lights were
processed around the alter by R.W. Br. Joseph
Byrne, Br. Garry
Bergin, and Br. John
Colgan, with the
M.W. Grand Master
proclaiming
the
Three Great Lights
to be placed in the
proper position, and
to be used by Square

wasted no time with conducting the business of
the Lodge, and two candidates were proposed
that very evening, ensuring a busy few month
of Degree work ahead for Square and Compass
Lodge. Before the Lodge closed, masonic
greetings and well wishes from both within the
Irish Constitution and our sister Constitutions of
England and Scotland were given. All told there
were 38 different Lodges that brought fraternal
greetings to the new Lodge.

and Compass. The founding officers-elect and
members of the new Lodge advanced towards the
East, where the M.W. Grand Master empowered
them to act as a regular Lodge of Freemasonry.
The R.W. Wardens duly declared Square and
Compass Lodge No. 998 to be at Labour.
With the Lodge duly constituted, consecrated
and dedicated, the R.W. Deputy Grand Master
delivered an address to the new Lodge on the
history, tenets, and duties of Freemasonry. The
installation of the officers followed, with the
Master-elect Br. Garry Bergin being installed
expertly, by W. Br. Peter Burkhardt, and the
Wardens and other officers of the Lodge being
duly installed in similar fashion by the now
Worshipful Master, W. Br. Bergin. The Lodge

After the Lodge had closed, a great celebration
dinner followed. A six-course meal was attended
by 80 Brethren followed by many fine toasts. The
presentation of Founder Jewels to all founding
members were presented by the M.W. Grand
Master. W. Br. Garry Bergin presented the
M.W. Grand Master with a Square and Compass
Jewel struck for the occasion as well as a print
from 1884 of the Grand Lodge regalia. This
was also accompanied by some other “liquidbased” gifts. W. Br. Bergin then presented W. Br.
Burkhardt with a silver pocket watch as a token
of both friendship and thanks for the manner
in which he installed him into the chair. W. Br.
Bergin was then presented with several gifts
from Portobello Lodge in Scotland including a
fabulous whiskey decanter with the Square and
Compass Lodge Logo engraved thereon. The
festive board went on well into the night and
was thoroughly enjoyed and commented on by
all present.
W. Br. Garry Bergin & Br. Paul Lavin
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Dogs for the Disabled

As Chairman of the Board of Directors of
Dogs for the Disabled, I have a deep personal
understanding of the difference Assistance Dogs
make to the lives of children and young adults
with disabilities.
I spent 12 years in the Defence Forces as an Army
Officer, working in operational environments
as varied as the border counties here during
the Troubles, to the Middle East and former
Yugoslavia during conflicts there in the 1990s.
Since 2000, I have been an academic in DIT and
journalist in practice as Irish Times Security
Analyst and contributor to the Journal.ie. During
this time, I have visited many of the conflict
hotspots throughout the so-called Global War
on Terror.
Whether in South Lebanon, Syria, Guantanamo
Bay or even transiting through international
airports on my travels, I have seen working
dogs wherever I have journeyed. I have vivid
memories of British Army units jumping out
of Wessex Helicopters just over the border in
South Armagh, with dogs leaping ahead of them
to assist in the location of improvised explosive
devices, or roadside bombs in the lanes and
boithrins of that beautiful border county. I
12
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recall seeing Israeli troops cautiously moving
forward among rows of olive trees and scented
lemon groves, sniffer dogs to the front, some
checking for IEDs, some for cadavers or bodies
of Hizbullah fighters killed in attacks the night
before.
Throughout this time, in the years before I
became a parent, and carer, I never realised that
I would one day place so much trust and belief
into such a working dog within my own home,
working with my own beautiful and precious
son.
I retired from the Defence Forces as a Captain
in December 2000. On the 10th of that month,
my eldest boy, Darach was born. Four more
siblings followed, Eoghan, Liadain, Ailbhe
and Rossa. All were normal deliveries and all
achieved their developmental milestones with
the exception of little Eoghan. Until Eoghan was
18 months old, all was well. He had crawled and
then walked with glee without incident. At one
and a half however, Eoghan began to display odd
and ominous symptoms. He stopped walking
and developed a slight tremor in his hands and
fingers. He acquired the slightest of tremors,
like a faint flickering in his beautiful blue eyes.
This began our journey into the world of
childhood illness and disability in Ireland.
Terrified by these symptoms – we initially
thought they might herald a brain tumour – we
entered the parallel universe that is our health
service. We attended for endless tests and
investigations in Temple Street Hospital, the CRC
with all of the main disciplines and specialties,
from paediatric neurology to physiotherapy,
occupational therapy, speech therapy, and more
recently, orthopaedic review for major spinal
surgery. We eventually got a diagnosis of a rare
neuromuscular illness, Pelizaeus Merzbacher
Disease.
Throughout this time, I cannot speak highly
enough of the medical professionals who
interacted with our son, from hospital
consultants to nurse specialists and technicians,
the experience has been overwhelmingly
positive. Our medical professionals, from all
over the globe, have treated Eoghan with the
utmost professionalism and a love and warmth
that goes far beyond the highest expectations

one would have of our health service.
Eoghan’s disease eventually progressed to the
point where he had to use a wheelchair. The
disease also compromised his eyesight. Whilst
adjusting to this new reality, I became aware
of Dogs for Disabled quite by accident. I was
driving through the Jack Lynch tunnel in Cork
when I came behind a van with the Dogs for
Disabled logo – a child in a wheelchair patting the
head of an assistance dog. Despite my previous
experience with working dogs in conflict zones,
this was the first time I’d realised that such a dog
might work with and assist my son.
We made contact with the charity, headed up
by CEO Jennifer Dowler and filled out an
application form for an assessment of physical
needs and evaluation as to suitability for
partnership with a working dog. Almost two
years later, we travelled to Cork for a detailed
assessment and Eoghan was matched to Duke, a
large male golden retriever.
The relationship between Eoghan and Duke
has been remarkable. It is nothing short of
alchemy, a special relationship that is much
more than the sum of its parts, dog and special
boy. From a physical perspective, Duke assists
Eoghan by opening doors where necessary,
picking up items such as pens or mobile phone
when dropped from the tray on the wheelchair,
switching on and off lights and assisting Eoghan
in dressing and undressing. These tasks are
achieved through play and commands. The play
and reinforcement of training between Eoghan
and Duke is like a kind of natural physiotherapy.
It is a joy to behold.
From a psychological and emotional perspective,
Duke supports Eoghan in many ways. He
lifts Eoghan’s self esteem and gives him
unconditional love. He accompanies Eoghan
everywhere and is a magnet for conversation and
discussion wherever Eoghan goes. Whilst Irish
people can be a little shy to approach a young
man in a wheelchair, often for fear of saying
‘the wrong thing’, once they see the dog, Eoghan
enjoys hundreds of conversations and social
interactions that he might otherwise not have.
From this perspective, Duke acts as a social
lubricant and prevents the type of isolation
that often challenges children and young adults
with disabilities. Duke also gives Eoghan
enormous confidence and allows him to travel
independently in his wheelchair. I find it very
moving to see the two of them head off to the
shops or Mc Donalds together. Quite a pair. A

small step for most teenagers, but a great leap for
Eoghan and Duke.
As a carer to Eoghan, I was invited to join the
Board of Dogs for the Disabled in 2013. I have
since become Chairman of the Board of the
charity and I am very proud of the work that
our CEO Jennifer Dowler does with clients all
over the Republic. We have over 200 working
partnerships throughout the country.
Dogs for the Disabled continue to move
from strength to strength. We are the only
assistance dog charity in Ireland (apart from
Irish Guide Dogs) to receive full accreditation
from Assistance Dogs International, (ADI)
which is the global benchmark of excellence in
working dogs, best practice and proper legal and
charitable governance.
We receive no funding whatsoever from the state
and are unique as an assistance dog charity in
that we do not charge our clients any money
for our service or our amazing dogs. Nor do
we require our clients to fundraise or seek
sponsorship for our services.
As a consequence we are very grateful to
organisations such as the Masons who have been
extremely generous in nominating us as a worthy
charitable cause. It is very much appreciated.
On behalf of myself as Chairman, Jennifer our
CEO and Eoghan and Duke, we thank you very
sincerely for your support.
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Card - Jack, cut - knife (9)
Aristo - noble, French article - le, Spanish - el
(5)
Anagram analyst invested (2,10,3)
Short broadcasts - progs, on small - s, issues children (6)
Seller I’m anagram (8)
A ride - a mount, (on) French aunt - tante
(lacking (e)nergy) (10)
Raised (backwards) stake - ante (4)
Republican - R, leaving Rally (4)
Decant neat anagram (10)
Note - ti, mothers - mums, after surgery - op,
(8)
Homophones (6)
Electric charge, retirement bedtime (8,7)
Dope - ass, spy minus p(resuure) (5)
The others - et al, the French - le, soldiers men (9)
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Aircraft - jet, small - s, cracks - jokes (5)
Client server got anagram (8,7)
Himalayan mountain - K1, sheep - ram, record
- log (8)
At home - in, opposite directions - n(orth) s
(outh) (4)
Returned, as it happens - live (backwards),
objected to - minded (4-6)
Homophones (6)
Barn dance kit Tom anagram, birdie shuttlecock (9,6)
Hen - layer, Eccles - cake (5,4)
Bum - bottom, policy - line (6,4)
Leaves - tea, driers - towels (3,6)
Promotion - ad(vertisement), match - equate
(8)
It’s my h(ope) initially anagram (6)
House - ho, phone - tel(ephone) (5)
(N)o(t) b(r)o(k)e(n) odd bits missing (4)
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Crossword Number 11
This Crossword has been
sent into us by a Member
of one of the Lodges in
the Metropolitan Area.
He wishes to be known
as Beehive.
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It is hoped to include a
crossword in all future
issues of MetroMason.

10

Brethren are invited to
send completed puzzles
to:

12

Answers for this puzzle
will appear in our next
issue.
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Sanctuary given to some greasy lumps? (6)
Peer dropping a pound bungles cold weather
protection (8)
Hastily arranged union meeting __ a case of
wife or death? (7,7)
Irritating circus performer? (4)
Corset bits get tangled in midwife’s duties (10)
Sycophantic, wearing dhoti, say? (8)
Working to embrace postponement (2,4) (5)
“Dark suit” __ on the cards? (6)
Setter gets order to be quiet and go on web (8)
Origin of work of art shown to belong to a new
religious establisment (10)
Nameless poet of old, briefly? (4)
Reportedly hangs about at teller’s station with
compensatory balances (14)
Ball-bearing? (8)
Flashy decoration discarding nudity at first (6)
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6

11

23

Across

5

24

Down
2

Lassie, lacking energy, strays with part of rope
(5)
3  	 Video on cardinal misbehaving with Italian
superstar? (8,2,5)
4  	 Mother initially goes on cruise, returning with
trees (9)
5  	 American writer resenting why Mae went West?
(6,9)
6   Second note given to first woman law officer
7  	 Out of sorts, he wanted her true to form (5,3,7)
8  	 Amusement to be had for part in special cable
railway (9)
10 Odd characters in feisty match? (3)
13 Working virgin admits taking back bribe
intentionally (2,7)
14  	Sore, tying knots in this underwater activity? (9)
17 Broke, good man abandons stock (3)
19 Pleasure ultimately accepted by pretty relation
(5)
21 Nothing stays the same in watering hole (5)
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